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INTRODUCTION
Europa School UK uses fundraising
to support all our non-core and
supplementary activities.  These
activities are not vital to the basic
educational offering but they make
the difference between a standard
education and a great one.  These
are the parts that draw out shy
students, engage the disengaged,
support the struggling and stretch
the most able.  

The Europa School Fund is essential for ensuring
we can support our unique curriculum. Our
school relies on these donations to provide a
range of support across our primary and
secondary classes.   

In the 2021-2022 school year
The School Fund raised an incredible £86,000

2022-2023
We anticipate total donations of £109,000*

*Based on unaudited totals



HOW DO WE USE ITthe school fund
Stream language Support & Exams-
Primary & Secondary

Counselling & Emotional Literacy Support

TA support in the classes 
language tuition 
language organisations (PASCH/Goethe Inst,
LabelFrancÉducation, Cervantes Institute) 

coordination 
examining 
administration

This includes

Trained counsellors supporting students in secondary
Emotional Literacy Support Assistants in primary
TA support

Some students have always needed help to navigate the worl around
them but since Covid disrupted life and learning many more students
require support. Europa offers support to these students:

Technician Support for Science and Art

We are lucky to have the support in science of technicians for
each subject allowing our teachers to do experiments safely and
at every opportunity.
Our art technician is responsible to supporting our students
through exhibitions and digitally and for creating our art displays.

At Europa we believe that to truly learn a subject you need to put it to
the test and get your hands dirty.  



the school fund
Adding Value

Forest School

Small groups
Build confidences
Learn to take appropriate risks

This a fantastic way to bring learning outdoors:

Last year we had to make an extra appeal to Year
2 parents to help us continue to offer forest
school in the third term.  This year we have cuts
the delivery costs as we have trained a Europa
Employee as a forest school leader in the hope
we can continue to offer this.  Costs include
regular tree surveys and tree maintenance as
well as training and equipment.

Coordination for Music lessons & Trips

Staff coordinate trips to compliment  
learning
A substantial number of students take
lesson in musical instruments at
Europa, which is a logistical challenge

There is more to school than academia:

Teaching Assistants

Full-time TAs to Year 3
TA supervision of bus waiting area and
youngest bus children for up to 50 minutes

Our TAs are amazing and we timetable their every
moment at school.


